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We have known about them for centuries. They are places of great
mystery, and as some of the more extravagaant of magician have
proposed, places of great magic. 

Either way, they are scientifically fascinating. Pockets of our world
folded in onto itself so that it can fit enormous areas of space and
land layered seemingly on top of spaces we can interact with in our
world. They are anomalies in that it is not time that is being
manipulated as some of the Chronostarii falsely suggested, but that
space was being manipulated. 

People, at first, believed them to be natural phenomena, and perhaps
there is much truth to that - I can scarcely believe that the
underwater Wyldes of the Atlantic were human endeavours. But I have
heard reports that an emperor in Japan had his court Locustarii create
a Waryugarden. It translates roughly as 'Wylde Garden', but the place
that the legends speak of is undeniably a Euclidean anomaly. 

And that isn't it, either. 

I have heard that there is a city in North America where six Euclidean
Anomolies exist, layered on top of each other like it was nothing.

Your job, as you are no doubt becoming aware, is to enter these
Wyldes. Find the creatures who exist within these pockets, study them,
train them, tame them... or perhpas hunt them if that is what your
persuasion is. 

this is our world... but not quite our world. 

Be careful explorer. Wyldespeed. 

G.W.ANGLABACH
PRAESIDIUM HEAD OFFICE
LONDON

A NOTE ABOUT EUCLIDEAN
ANOMALIES (aKa WYLDES)
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If you have never played a Tabletop Roleplaying game (henceforth known
as TTRPG, then you are in for a treat. 

The best way I have heard it described as that you are all telling a
story, and your interruptions just happen to make it better. Keep that
in mind as you run a session of Incredizoology. 

Your are welcome to embellish, change, alter, subtract, reflavour
anything you would like. Make this your story. Make this your
adventure. 

This Wylde is a preservation in Central Queensland, Australia - but if
you want to make it the Celtic Highlands or the Appalachians then go
for it! 

What is presented on the following pages are notes and information to
teach you and a group of player's the basic rules of
EXPEDITION:INCREDIZOOLOGY. It is designed to be a 'quickstart
adventure' - essentially you should be able to pick this up, have a
quick skim and then start reading! 

In other words, this document teaches you the rules as you play. 

You will need: 
a) Some D4s, D6s, D8s, D10s, D12s, D20s.
b) Some friends
c) Some highlighters
d) Somewhere to play
e) Some character sheets (see the printouts at the end of this guide)
f) Some moment cards (see the printout at the end of this guide)

A NOTE ABOUT TABLE-TOP
ROLEPLAYING GAMES
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The following adventure has been designed to teach players AND Game

masters how to play a session of EXPEDITION:INCREDIZOOLOGY. Therefore it

is EXTREMELY railroaded for the purposes of teaching the rules.

Expedition leaders will have much more autonomy with their own stories!

These text boxes are RULES explantions. If you want to read this out to

your players, go for it. 

Information about the adventure (and tips and tricks for running an

EXPEDITION: INCREDIZOOLOGY game) are in boxes with this colour. They are

for EXPEDITION LEADER'S EYES ONLY. 

These boxes are examples of gameplay and mechanics to help give you and

your players a better idea of how to play. 
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INTO THE WYLDES
AN EXPEDITION: INCREDIZOOLOGY 

QUICKPLAY ADVENTURE

EXPEDITION LEADER'S NOTES & OVERVIEW

SOME RULES YOU SHOULD KNOW BEFORE
YOU CREATE YOUR CHARACTER...

All players have, as a base, a D4 for all traits. 

TRAIT CHECKS
A Trait check occurs when players must make a check
that doesn't relate to their specialisation skills. 

Players assign dice to these traits. They then roll
these dice whenever a check in that trait is needed.
The traits used in Expedition:Incredizoology are:

STRENGTH: How well can they pull someone up who is
hanging off the edge of a cliff?

AGILITY: How well can one balance on the edge of
this cliff? 

FINESSE: How well can they tie the knot that will
stop someone from falling off the cliff? 

STAMINA: How well can they hold on if they are on
the side of a cliff? 

VISION: How well can they see the bottom of the
ravine from the top of the cliff?

CHARM: How well can they talk someone into coming
and looking at this cliff?  

 

SKILLS
Skills are activities and actions that
you can do throughout the game. They
supercede other rules and mechanics. 

NOISE CHECKS
Stealth is handled by having the
players roll a noise check using their
STEALTH DIE. 

1 or 2 - Level One Noise: No sound.
3 or 4 - Level Two Noise: Is that the
wind? Creatures will stop for a
moment, but then continue on. People
do not hear this. 
5, 6 or 7 - Level Three Noise:
Creatures are on alert. People are
suspicious. 
8, 9 or 10 - Level Four Noise: Animals
will know the direction you are in.
People will stop for a moment to
investigate. 
10 - 20 - Level Five Noise: You bring
attention to yourself - creatures are
spooked and run away and people will
be alerted to your presence. 

IN THE FULL GAME YOU WILL BE ABLE TO UPGRADE
YOUR STEALTH DICE



CREATING A
CHARACTER
AN EXPEDITION: INCREDIZOOLOGY 

QUICKPLAY ADVENTURE

Create your character's name, what they are
also known as and their motivation. This is
also where you put the stealth dice. Everyone
starts with a D20 unless otherwise specified.

Decide on what aspects of your character
you are going to focus on.  All
characters start with a D4 in that trait,
but you will have a D6, D8, D10, D12 and
D20 to spend, assigning each dice onto
one of the traits.

Example: James decides to put a D6 in
Strength, and a D8 in Book smart, D10 in
charm, a D12 in street smart and a D20 in
Finesse. His vision remains a D4, as this
is the base ability dice.

You have 3 choices - you can either choose
3 abilities OR full health OR a mixture of
more health and some abilities. 

Example: James chooses to have two
abilities and one slot of extra health. 

You have FIVE points to spend on the
reputation you start the game with. You
can spend them all on the one reputation
OR divide them. 

EXAMPLE: James decides to put 3 points
into Academic and 2 points into Magicae
User

You have 5 skill tree points. You can put
them all into the one skill tree OR divide
them. 

EXAMPLE: Alec decides to spend 3 skill tree
points into the HUNTER specialisation and
then one point in the TRAPPER
specialisation. 

You can spend 50 points worth of Magicae.
If you wish, you can spend only part of
the 50, and put the points so that you
start the game with a spell partially
learnt.

EXAMPLE: Alec decides to learn how to
shift into a TINY animal (40 Points). He
then puts the remaining 10 Points towards
CALL LIGHTNING.  

CREATING A CHARACTER
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ALL CHARACTERS IN THIS QUICKSTART ADVENTURE START WITH A D6 RIFLE AND A D4 HUNTING KNIFE.



INTO THE WYLDES
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ELKENWOLF

MEDIUM

23
35

WILD- DANGEROUS NON-CONFRONTATIONAL

120

LUDDERGARN

GIGANTIC

90

PINK HUE TO SKIN - SCALES - LIKELY TO SHED

FIRE BREATH - 2xD20 Damage. NOTE: ONLY WHEN ATTACKED OR PROVOKED.

TAIL IS DANGEROUS. D12 OF DAMAGE

CLAWS - D10 DAMAGE

FLIGHT - WILL TRY TO TAKE FLIGHT WHEN THREATENED. FEROCITY - WHEN ATTACKED WI
LL ATTACK TWICE IN EACH MOM

ENT. 

CLAWS - D6 DAMAGE

HOWL - AFTER 2 MOMENT IT WI
LL HOWL AND THE NEXT MOMENT

 ANOTHER ELKENWOLF

WILL APPEAR. 

JAWS - D10 DAMAGE

WOLF WITH ANTLERS & MALE EL
KENWOLFS HAVE TUSKS> 

PEGASUS FOAL ECHODOG
MEDIUM

SKITTISH

46
12

MEDIUM PLAYFUL

5623

KICK - D12 Damage

FLIGHT - CAN FLY

N/A

N/A

N/A

BODY OF A DOG, HEAD OF A BAT. 

ECHO LOCATION - UNLESS SLEEPING, THEY ATTACK A
MOMENT FIRST.

SCRATCH - D4 DAMAGE (Chance for infection -80%)

SCREECH - ALL PLAYERS ARE DEAFENED FOR 3 MOMENTS - No
speech or communicating between players. 

BITE - D12 Damager (Chance for Infection - 80%) 
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